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E D I T O R ’ S  N O T E

he month of May this year has been over-flowing with bold strokes and brilliant strikes. Yes, one can think 
of everything from cricket to politics and from nabbing terrorists to tickling the media at the right time.

We have all realized that even ten seconds in front of a button can spell anything from prosperity 
to disaster in politics. Democracy isn’t generally affected by anything as trivial as elections… because 
a nation doesn’t survive the onslaught of time playing with issues that do not matter in the long term. 
Sam Pitroda tripping and falling over his ‘jo hua toh hua’ remark is already buried under a different 
form of euphoria. Foul language used during election time has been quietly withdrawn and placed in 
a cold store somewhere in the folds of shrewd politicians. NYAY will probably not fade away and nor 
will Raga despite his insistence on resigning as the party chief. People like Sadhvi Pragya know now 
that they will be expected to perform in the nation’s interest and everything else is inconsequential. By 
the time you get to read this, a new set of ministers will be up and running… and I have no doubt that 
this election has also shown us that it is democracy that has finally triumphed. However, I wonder why 
we change everything from attitude to language during election time?

We have barely come out of the heady feeling of world class cricketers putting up a great 
performance on the pitch during IPL… and I now realise that we are never really far from the joys of 
this game. The World Cup is knocking at the door and we have the masses raising the decibels to get the 
trophy home for the third time. Just as it is politics, the players on the pitch are professionals who are 
playing to win and things get rather unsavory sometimes. The media gets hysterical and even the aam 
aadmi joins the cacophony of bad vibes when things aren’t going right for their team. Yes, I do wonder 
why this happens every time? Why can’t we play a game as it is to be played – like gentlemen, and never 
stoop to the soft violence of snide remarks and hits that disturb the social matrix within the country?

If it isn’t politics or cricket, it has to be Bollywood if you are in India. The funny thing is that the 
three come together in strange ways. We have politicians who have ambitions of prancing around trees 
in movies just as we have actors pretending to understand the finer nuances of being a responsible 
legislator. We have cricketers loving their fifteen seconds nodding their heads wordlessly to endorse a 
product and we have some of them yearning for a seat in the Rajya Sabha. However, I wonder most when 
I see our love for the game disappear and a lot of animosity conflagrates whenever we lose to Pakistan.

It surprises me to no end to be living in a nation where a majority of our 130 crore population 
are only talking, watching, and hearing politicians, cricketers, and actors. They are otherwise happily 
working in offices or teaching or selling or doing whatever it is that they are doing while knowing and 
understanding that becoming an actor, a politician or a cricketer may not be possible for them in their 
lifetime. I do sometimes wonder why we have millions of people wasting hundreds of man-hours in 
kerbside debates, online rebuttals, verbose tussles, and energized flare-ups for professions that are far 
from their lives. 

If given a chance I’d want to tell the teeming millions in India to forget politics, cricket and 
Bollywood and just pay attention to choosing, identifying and then converting a passion into a skill 
that can improve their life. Each of us is born with a passion that remains recessive and unidentified 
in most cases. It is time for us all to wake up to go inwards to find that elusive passion. Without this, a 
common man will continue to remain a common man applauding when others perform.

The Paradox of being  
a common man

T
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HE CONTEXT
Indian Higher Education has come a long way. From 

being a leader during the Nalanda and Taxshila days to 
the struggle to remain industry relevant in the most recent 
times has been dramatic. According to a 2016 FICCI-EY 
study titled “Future of jobs and its implication on Indian 
higher education” and as referred in Forbes in August 
2018, predicts that 65% of the children who entered 
primary school in 2016, will be doing jobs that don’t exist 
today. This prediction of the future which is uncertain 
due to fast paced technological advancements, therefore 
raises two issues: 1) the students of today are not sure of 
what jobs they will be working on and, 2) how should 
Universities and Institutions impart education to make 
their graduates to be relevant and employable in such an 
uncertain world? However, one thing is absolutely clear 
that education should not only emphasize on quantity 
of knowledge but also on developing the capability in a 
graduate to become a life-long learners to remain relevant 
in the era of rapid changes. Increasing automation of jobs 
is forcing human jobs to involve creativity and abstract 
thinking, finding and solving problems by designing 
innovative and creative solutions.

LEaDERShIp 
aND pEDagOgy 
A Challenge In Indian Higher Education System

IN  DEpTh   hIghER EDUCaTION

T
Dr. Raj Singh
Vice Chancellor
ansal University, gurgaon

Dr. Raj Singh
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THE CHALLENGE
One of  the chal lenges for 

educational institutions in India is 
the exponential rate of advancement 
in technology leading to increased 
automation of jobs forcing the human 
jobs to involve creativity and abstract 
thinking, and finding and solving 
problems by designing creative 
solutions. Another challenge is that 
Indian public has long favoured STEM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering and 
Maths) subjects as the only legitimate 
course to a successful career path, 
but this has changed in the recent 
past. How should the pedagogical 
approaches facilitate the process of 
integrating STEM with non-STEM 
courses?

The educators will have to 
use different phrases while asking 
questions. Instead of using 
“define” and “describe”, 
they will have to ask 
students to “analyse”, 
“interpret” and “apply”. 
Des ign  Think ing ,  a 
h u m a n - c e n t r i c  a n d 
systematic approach to 
problem solving will be 
all-pervasive. Over the 
last two decades, the 
issues of un-employability 
and declining relevance 
of education have been 
raised by the industry and 
policy makers alike but 
not much has happened 
on the ground even 
though there have been 
some recent initiatives 
by the regulatory bodies 
giving more flexibility 
to institutions and the 
teachers, developing 
Indian versions of online 
courses, project-based 
learning etc. This calls for an overhaul 
of the education system since the 

traditional way of teaching have been fast becoming meaningless and will 
have to be transcended. 

An important aspect of this new approach will have to be the reforms 
required in the evaluation system in academic institutions. As we adopt 
outcome-based approach, innovative teaching methods and technologies, 
the old compliance and conformity-based standard examinations will need 
to be replaced with Fair, Learning-oriented, Intelligible, Relevant and Time-
bound (FLIRT) evaluation system.  In addition, use of appropriate technology 
relevant to all the new initiatives will be an issue to be addressed.

THE LEADERSHIP RESPONSE
The answer to these problems will be to adopt and implement pedagogical 

approach, which is outcome-based, expands learning opportunities for the 
learners, and leverages technology in a significant way. 

The Bloom’s Taxonomy (Figure-1) as a framework for writing learning 
outcomes for a programme and the courses moving from “remembering” 
to “creating”, the above approach to education delivery with a relevant 
evaluation method can make our education system industry-relevant and 
the students, life-long learners. Traditionally, the education system has 
not adopted learning outcome based approach and we have failed in going 
beyond “understanding” and in some cases beyond “applying”. 

The model of structuring the educational delivery depicted in figure-2, 
has been found very useful by the author while implementing outcome based 
approach and has yielded good results: 

(Source: The diagram is developed by Niall Macnulty, 2017 based on revised Bloom’s taxonomy by 
Lorin Anderson, 2001. Original taxonomy was presented by Benjamin Bloom in American Psychological 
Association Convention and then published in 1956)
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The engagement with industry depicted in this model leads to curriculum design being 
in line with industry requirements and involvement of industry professionals in delivery 
of courses enables them to learn application and analysis. The internships with industry 
further enables innovation and creativity.

Inter and trans-disciplinarity (Figure-3) brings interaction among students of different 
disciplines and thus ensures learning wherein they work together in finding solution to 
real-life problems, challenges and issues. They develop free-wheeling and are able to 
see the relevance of their disciplines in disciplines studied by others. It also supports the 
increasing trend of students opting for non-STEM subjects, choosing to complete their 
degrees in design, arts, liberal arts, humanities, social sciences, architecture, media and 
communication, and economics and others. It heralds a bright future for the Indian education 
system that is not fixated on a future that only caters to STEM education. As per latest 
trends, non-STEM courses enable graduates in securing high percentage of placements in 
hotel management, applied arts and crafts. Even for students pursuing STEM courses, inter 
and trans-disciplinary approach offers an opportunity to choose humanities (of non-STEM) 
courses as open electives making them able to lead the tide of change in all spheres of life. 

Source: Christens, 2018. Magellan International School, www.magellanschool.org

W o r k i n g  w i t h 
fore ign  Univers i t ies 
and Institutions helps 
us in understanding and 
adopting global best 
practices. The influence on 
the curriculum and student 
and faculty exchanges 
help in developing global 
vision and understanding 
cultural sensitivities and 
work ethics in different 
parts of the world.  During 
last two decades or so, 
many Indian Institutions 
a n d  U n i v e r s i t i e s 
collaborated with foreign 
Universities particularly 
from the US, UK and 
other European countries. 
Irrespective of the forms 
and the intensi ty  of 
engagement with foreign 
partners involved in these 
collaborations, they have 
influenced the Indian 
partners in terms of their 
moving towards outcome 
based education and 
pedagogical innovations.

T h e  c h a r a c t e r 
building is one aspect that 
must be institutionalized. 
We  n e e d  g r a d u a t e s 
who are  e thical  and 
sensitive to social and 
environmental issues at 
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the grass-root levels. Community 
outreach programmes and volunteering 
by students are powerful tools of 
character building. Working on the 
field during such activities interacting 
with people from different walks of 
life and different social and economic 
backgrounds sensitized them to the 
real issues that our society faces. This 
understanding is extremely essential 
for real-life innovations and policy-
making and working towards making 
lives of people better. 

THE GROUND REALITY
The author’s experience while 

chairing expert committees for 
accreditation, shows that adoption of 
Outcome Based Education (OBE) and 
its successful implementation is one 
of the weakest areas of our academic 
institutions. In most cases it has been 
found that the leadership is either not 
aware of the OBE or only a small 
number of teachers know a little about 
it and most of the other teachers and 
students knowing nothing about it. In 
some cases while the framework has 
been defined but they have not been 
able to measure the outcomes or even 
write the rubrics to measure them. 

In higher education, there are no 
formal training programmes either for 
the teachers or for the leadership at 
various levels. The Directors, Deans, 
Heads of Department and even the 
Vice Chancellors belong to the era 
when OBE was not even talked about, 
not to mention implementing it. One 
thing that has caused adoption of OBE 
and related pedagogical changes, is the 
mandatory accreditation of institutions 
and programmes required in view of 
the Washington accord. However, there 
is no system of training the teachers 
and academic administrators on how 
to adopt these new approaches and 
initiatives in run up to accreditations, 
barring a few individuals acting as 
private consultants charging hefty 
fees. In most cases, these consultants 
help in preparing the documents 
for the visiting expert teams rather 
than helping in implementation and 

measurement over a reasonable length of time.  
Another factor that has limited the adoption of new pedagogies, 

is the inability of academia in deciding as to what is the appropriate 
technology to be used in teaching-learning. There is a need to understand 
how technology fits within the structure of the entire education model. 
When new technology is used in the traditional classroom model, it 
may do more harm than any help and may lead to disaster. If an institute 
acquires all the latest equipment and gadgets, but the technology does 
not contribute to enriching the learning experiences, the investment is 
not justified. Implementing technology in pedagogy can be possible 
only if the model of education is re-structured making it interactive and 
dynamic. The various teaching styles of the teachers and the ways in 
which learners learn, play a crucial role in making technology relevant in 
the classroom. Education technology needs to apply to what the learners 
require and what teaching styles are adopted. If the education model is 
restructured, advancements in technology can bring many useful tools 
to teaching and learning. For example, virtual reality can bring alive 
various concepts, creating an immersive environment in the classroom. 
With storage on cloud, students will be able to access their lessons and 
worksheets anywhere anytime. In such an environment, the teachers’ role 
will be that of a catalyst for problem solving and of creating interface 
of students with the industry.

Also, while many institutions have made efforts to move towards 
outcome based approach, there have not been much work done towards 
reforming the examination and evaluation systems. The time has come 
when we should implement open-book examinations and we must 
think of evaluating not only the written examination answer books and 
reports but also the working models, documentary films, mobile apps 
developed by students and portfolios of work undertaken by them during 
the programme. 

THE FUTURE
The academic institutions in India have the opportunity to make a 

difference and inspire the new generation of young minds by moving 
away from rote learning to insightful learning. The new pedagogical 
approaches should encourage high expectations for success and at the 
same time celebrates individual differences and learning styles. The 
relevance of Multiple Intelligences in teaching-learning has perhaps 
never been as relevant as it is today and must be understood and adopted. 
The leadership in Universities and Institutions will have to rethink the 
current model of imparting education, adopt right kind of technologies 
and mobilize resources to make investment in it, train the staff, interact 
with industry and other stakeholders and push the learning to take place 
in outside-the-classroom environment. It requires a paradigm shift and 
attitudinal change in people. The concept of traditional laboratories is 
giving way to simulators with smart robots and on-field learning about the 
real-world. Fortunately, with the emergence of new-age Universities, it is 
becoming possible to explore the benefits of new pedagogical approaches 
enabled by digital technologies. They are influencing education in a way 
that a job (when jobs are vanishing) should not be the aim of education 
but a consequence of education. The process is yielding positive results 
and is transforming our learning environments. They are more effective 
in meeting stakeholders’ expectations and at the same time are managing 
resources efficiently.
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anil Swarup
Former Secretary 
School Education  
MhRD, govt. of India



Tempted to begin by asking if writing a book is now a trend for all civil servants? If 
yes, is it fiction or non-fiction that reigns and what could be the reasons for the genre 
preferred by these writers?

Each one would have a different reason for writing a book and it would unfair to guess 
the reason. Only the person writing the book can explain why he is doing so. I wrote the 
book to convey a message to the fellow civil servants and those that want to get into civil 
service that irrespective of the problems, if a civil servant so desires, he can still perform 
and do a lot of good. Fiction can easily be written while in service but you can’t be critical 
of the government while in service.

You have been a policy maker as well as a creative writer. Why is it that education in India 
is looked down upon by those in the West? It is always rote learning vs perceptual learning 
and Indian students lose out in more than one way when they apply for higher studies 
abroad or for jobs.

I don’t think education is looked down upon even though it is true that it has not 
been given the desired focus. Consequently it suffers in our country. Indian students have 
performed marvelously all over the world. However, the quality of education leaves a lot 
to be desired for the masses. So, there is enormous potential to improve as there are indeed 
centres where quality education is being imparted. We have to understand, appreciate and 
replicate these models.

INTERVIEW   aNIL  SWaRUp

INDIaN 
STUDENTS 

have performed marvelously all over 
the world. However, the quality of 
education leaves a lot to be desired 
for the masses. So, there is enormous 
potential to improve as there are 
indeed centres where quality 
education is being imparted, shares  
Anil Swarup with Arvind Passey
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What is the probability of creative writing becoming 
a serious partner in school education in the country? 
Please remember that our class X board exams focus 
on an objective layout and aim to get brownie points 
for having high pass percentages. As a result we come 
across students who score 100 out of 100 in English 
but cannot write an application that they weren’t asked 
to learn-by-heart by the curriculum. Do you think we 
need to explore the validity of long answers and creative 
expressions now?

This needs to change. We cannot have objective 
questions in English literature and other social sciences. 
The tragedy is that all the stake holders seem to be happy 
with this “delusion” of high marks.

Education policies devised at the centre vs what the 
states/UTs prefer, particularly if the political masters are 
from different parties, for instance in Delhi... is conflict 
necessarily present? How easy and how time-affected 
does conflict-resolution remain so far as education is 
concerned?

Our obsession with policies has to go. India is too 
diverse a country to have a single policy that is defined 
in Delhi. What we need is a well defined action plan 
for each region clearly outlining what needs to be done, 
how will it be done, who will do it and by when it will 
be done?

INTERVIEW   aNIL  SWaRUp

"I am personally of 
the view that the 
civil service entrance 
examination should 
also undergo a change. 
Attempt should be made 
to find leaders and 
not only those that are 
good at academics."
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Why is it that whenever governments change, the first 
casualty is always the syllabus? Why it that the core of 
history is quite is literally figured out-of-shape? Where 
and when does this stop?

I don’t think this is true. There have been 
marginal changes now and then but there hasn’t been 
a wholesale change in the syllabus.

Why is it that even in the civil services examination 
it is the marks scored in theory papers that have the 
ultimate power in deciding the rank an aspirant gets?

I am personally of the view that the civil service 
entrance examination should also undergo a change. 
Attempt should be made to find leaders and not only 
those that are good at academics. There are tools 
available these days to assess leadership qualities of 
an individual. These tools should be used.

Has the cult of intolerance finally found a foothold 
in the genetic make-up of our civil servants... 
considering the way dissent, freedom of speech, and 
creative license is dealt with in the country? There are 
cartoonists arrested, people held for questioning the 
government on the social media, and even books being 
banned -- and all this happens even as really harmful 
fake news gets political patronage. Why can’t the civil 
servants stop kowtowing to their political masters, if 
I may say so?

I would believe what is happening now is a 
temporary phase. It has happened in the past and 
the country recovered from it. Ours is a resilient 
democracy and has stood the test of time. Difference 
of opinion is the essence of democracy. As far as civil 
servants are concerned, their commitment has to be 
towards the constitutional values. There are all types 
of civil servants and a large number of them do not 
kowtow to the politicians. That is the reason why the 
constitutional norms do get restored periodically. There 
needs to a greater recognition of such civil servants. 
Society needs to stand by such civil servants. Once that 
happens the number of such civil servants will grow.

Do you think retirement makes a civil servant bolder 
and more open to voice the truth?

It is inherent in the nature of each individual to 
be outspoken or not. Before retirement the outspoken 
ones, bound by the code of conduct, do not go to town 
with their views but express them on files. However, 
post retirement they are not bound by such rules and 
are able to express their views in public. It is not that 
they suddenly start expressing their views though there 
could be a few exceptions. 

INTERVIEW   aNIL  SWaRUp
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Your Wikipedia page mentions that you ‘worked as a car washer, a life insurance 
agent, and a franchise operator before becoming a motivational speaker’. Bill Gates 
and Steve Jobs have their beginnings traced to a garage. However, there are many 

successful business people in India who insist on having mentions of a humble start included 
in their biography as they think it is one inclusion that infuses credibility to their story. Do 
you think seekers of products and services are any more bothered about these stories? Do 
such stories still sell?

Absolutely! Everyone, especially our youth, require inspirational real life stories. Our 
youth is the most disenchanted and yet holds the maximum potential. Everybody faces 
adversity in their lives and stories such as these show people how to turn a setback into 
a comeback. It gives them hope “if they can do it, I can do it”. Such real life stories give 
authenticity and they act as role models and mentors. 

Rhonda Byrne wrote that ‘you become what you think about most’. Does attending one 
workshop or reading a book or maybe watching a movie about motivation techniques or 
leadership skills change the way a person has been thinking for years?

Certainly. What we focus on grows.
One iteration of any of the above mentioned does not lead to change. It acts as a seed or 

a catalyst to the self unfolding. Doing something right once in a while does not bring success 
nor does making a mistake once in a while make one a failure. Repetition of the positive or 

INTERVIEW   ShIV  KhERa

aLWayS 
give more than 
what you get
85% of self-made millionaires globally 
today are first generation. A survey 
said they read about 50-60 self-help 
books a year, because they realise that 
one good idea could be life changing 
and worth millions of dollars -  
Shiv Khera shares with Arvind Passey
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the negative thoughts and actions determines success 
or failure. The continuous application of even one 
principle imbibed through a workshop, reading a book 
or watching a movie is what leads to lasting change. 

If you read biographies and autobiographies 
of successful people, they continuously feed their 
minds with positive thoughts through self-help books, 
workshops, audio-videos etc.

Case in point: 85% of self-made millionaires 
globally today are first generation. A survey said they 
read about 50-60 self-help books a year. Why self-
help books? Because they realise that one good idea 
could be life changing and worth millions of dollars. 
So they don’t want to waste their time with other 
books. They ensure that they are feeding their minds 
with good self-help books. They realise that time is 
more precious than money. Input determines output!

There was a time when there were few Gurus 
and lots of celebrities patronized them. Today when 

INTERVIEW   ShIV  KhERa

we look around, there are thousands jostling in the 
Guru-arena. It is similar to someone remarking that 
India will soon have more writers than readers. How 
does this make you feel... and what steps will you 
recommend to up and coming Gurus?

Like in any business, good professionals are 
very few in number. There are pioneers who become 
legends and train new leaders and professionals 
to become teachers for the next generation. The 
key is there are few and far between genuine good 
professionals. 

You are right, there are many self proclaimed 
gurus in the self help arena who have become authors 
and started doing workshops. How genuine are they 
depends on if they walk their talk. There are many 
walking failures who are teaching others the secrets 
of success. Or just like the financial failures who are 
teaching others how to become millionaires. 

Only a good student can be a good teacher. It has 
nothing to do with academic grades. A good teacher is 
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authentic. He walks his talk and keeps 
growing through continuous leaning. 

When you supported L K Advani 
and the BJP in 2014, did your activism 
against caste-based reservations 
interfere in some way? Is your stand 
against this form of reservation still 
live-and-kicking? Tell us something 
about the way political thought has 
evolved within you.

I believe very strongly that to 
see a united India on the world map, 
reservation should not be based on caste 
or regionalism. While supporting Mr. 
L.K. Advani, my stand against caste-
based reservation did not interfere in 
any manner. My stand remains against 
this form of reservation. In fact, if 
anything, it has become stronger. Such 
caste-based reservation only goes 
against meritocracy and promotes 
mediocrity. It is divisive anti-national 
and only creating hatred within our 
citizens and weakening the society. 

The remedy is three-fold and 
sequenced: 
• Providing access to quality education 

to each and every child. 
• Achievement based on merit and 

excellence
• Reservation granted on the basis of 

economics given the above criteria

There are many who believe that 
students, corporate workers and 
managers, and even jailbirds benefit 
when they listen to professional 
speakers. Do you think our politicians 
also need mandatory attendance in 
such workshops that may be conducted 
by people like you and others to 
embrace a change in their attitude?

In fact most good organizations 
across the world such as GE, Mercedes, 
etc. have made it mandatory for all 
their employees go through continuous 
professional training programs done 
by professional consultants. Case in 
point: anybody who operates a taxi 
in Singapore must go through a two 
months customer service training 
program. Memories are short. We need 
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reminders. Hence every year the taxi 
drivers need to go through a one week 
refresher. No wonder they perform. 
Our politicians need it the most. 

But unfortunately, those who need 
it the most are the ones who think they 
know it all. Their arrogance leads to 
the downfall of society. This country 
need a strong and positive political 
change. The leadership is positioned 
to really bring about this change. I 
would be happy to conduct leadership 
programs for our political leadership to 
change their attitudes and rebuild our 
country based on values and ethics. 

You have been a successful author 
of self-improvement books. Do you 
think the Indian reader is still reading 
these kinds of books? If yes, do you 
have any plans to publish any more 
titles? Do tell us about your plans.

The answer is yes. There is an 
old saying, “great leaders are great 
readers”. I have recently launched my 
new book You Can Achieve More in 
international markets and India. Hindi 
and the regional editions are in the 
pipeline to be launched in the next 
few weeks. I have two new books 
in the pipeline to be launched next 
year which cover topics on success, 
relationships and parenting.

The book on success  is  a 
companion to the book You Can Win.

The book on relationship is crucial 
as all over the world. Everyone is 
facing relationship and people issues. 

Parenting has become a much 
bigger challenge today than it was 
yesterday. Media & devices are 
accessible to a new born, the filters 
are few and far between, plus the world 
of gaming and showing has added 
to parenting problems, previously 
unknown.

Do share with us your favorite 
quote from your own writings and why 
you think the words are still relevant.

“Winners don’t do different 
things, they do things differently.”®

 Many times, I am asked what 

"Only a good 
student can be a 
good teacher. It has 
nothing to do with 
academic grades. 
A good teacher is 
authentic. He walks 
his talk and keeps 
growing through 
continuous leaning."

“There is an old 
saying, “great 
leaders are great 
readers”. I have 
recently launched 
my new book You 
Can Achieve More 
in international 
markets and India. 
Hindi and the 
regional editions 
are in the pipeline 
to be launched 
in the next few 
weeks.”
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winners do differently. My answer is, winners form the 
habit of doing things losers don’t like to do. What are the 
things losers don’t like to do? They are the same things 
winners don’t like to do either, but they do them anyway.
• Losers don’t like to get up in the morning. Winners 

don’t like to get up in the morning either, but they 
get up anyway.

• Losers don’t like to work hard. Winners don’t like to 
work hard either, but they work hard anyway.

To the winners, positive behavior comes habitually, 
as a reflex action.

We are all born to lead successful lives, but many 
times, we get conditioned to lose. We often hear comments 
like, “This person is just lucky, he touches dirt and it turns 
to gold” or, “He is unlucky; no matter what he touches, 
it turns to dirt.” These comments are not true of anyone.

If you were to analyse the lives of the people—labeled 
as lucky and unlucky, you’d find that the so-called lucky 
person is doing something right in each transaction. The 
positive behavior has become habitual. His reflexes have 
been conditioned to do things right the first time every 
time. For the person we call unlucky, if you analyse his 
life and every transaction in his life, the negative behavior 
has become habitual. It happens that every time they do 
something, they just do it wrong. It is reflex action in a 
negative manner.

“If you want to stand out, you need to do 
something outstanding.”

Most people are looking to live extraordinary lives. 
To some it may also mean extraordinary income.

They need to ask themselves:
• Are they extraordinary people?
• Are they willing to work extraordinarily hard?
• Do they have extraordinary commitments?
• Do they have extraordinary relationships?
• Do they have extraordinary integrity?
At the end of our lives, we do not want to arrive at 

a destination that makes us feel it wasn’t of our choice.  
If we end up living or doing things we did not want to 
do, then we’ve arrived by default not by design. We may 
or may not realise it, but life moves very fast. To avoid 
regrets towards the end of one’s life, one needs to make 
the right kind of choices to begin with. We need to know 
when to say yes and when to say no.

The basic truths and principles of success are 
universal and eternal. Universal means they cross country 
cross culture cross religion. Eternal means, they were 
here before we came; they will be here after we’re gone. 
Hence our quotes: a) “Winners don’t do different things, 
they do things differently” and b) “If you want to stand 
out, you need to do something outstanding” were relevant 
yesterday and will be relevant for all times to come.

Please share a message for the readers of Education Post.
Success Formula: 
Live by the philosophy, Always give 
more than what you get.
At one of my programs, there were a couple of 

hundred people. It was a very mixed group. There were 
doctors, lawyers, accountants, engineers, carpenters, 
plumbers, electricians. As I walked in, I said, “Never in 
the history of mankind, has it been so easy to succeed in 
life, than the way it is today. Regardless of your profession, 
we have no competition.”After I repeated myself twice, 
one person stopped me and asked me to explain how it is 
that we have no competition. I asked him, “Tell me how 
many people do you know walking down the street who 
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“Most people don’t 
even want to do 
what they get paid 
for and a second 
category of people 
want only to do 
what they can get 
by with. There is a 
very small fraction 
of people who are 
willing to do a little 
bit more than what 
they get paid for.”
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are willing to do a little more than what they get paid 
for? The answer was, “Hardly any.” I continued, “Most 
people don’t even want to do what they get paid for and 
a second category of people want only to do what they 
can get by with. There is a very small fraction of people 
who are willing to do a little bit more than what they get 
paid for.” I then asked him, “If you fall into that category, 
I don’t care what your profession is, tell me where is your 
competition? You can’t even find a good attorney today, or 
an accountant or an electrician or a plumber. The question 
is, are you willing to do a little bit more than what you get 
paid for? If you look at the life histories of most successful 
people or organisations, who have 1) Succeeded, 2) 
sustained success and 3) maintained goodwill, they have 
all lived by this one principle: “I shall always give more 
than I get, to my family, organisation and my society.” 
If we live by this principle, you tell me where’s the 
competition? In fact, we become the competition. We 
have no competition.

Why should you do more? The advantages of 
doing more than you get paid for are:
•  You make yourself more valuable, regardless of what 

you do and where you work.
•  It gives you more confidence.

•  People start looking at you as a leader.
•  Others start trusting you.
•  Superiors start respecting you.
•  It breeds loyalty from both your subordinates and your 

superiors.
•  It generates cooperation.
•  It produces pride and satisfaction.

 If we go the extra mile, where is the competition?
 People who live by the above philosophy are in 
demand everywhere they go regardless of age, experience 
or academic qualifications. They:
•  Can work without supervision.
•  Are punctual and considerate.
•  Listen carefully and carry out instructions accurately.
•  Don’t sulk when called upon to pitch in at the time of 

an emergency.
•  Are result oriented rather than task oriented.
•  Are cheerful and courteous.

Always think in terms of giving more than is expected 
by your customer, friends, spouse, parents and children.

Whenever you do anything, ask yourself, “How can I 
add value to what I am doing?” or “How can I give added 
value to others?”

INTERVIEW   ShIV  KhERa
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The nation loves to believe that most teachers today love their notes more 
than what may be there in any text-book, prefer a text-book written by a desi 
author over reference books that the world reads, and skills-enhancement is 

an unnecessary appendage that colleges, institutions, and universities do not need. 
Would you agree to this? If not, what do you think is the real state of education today?

Use of old notes by senior faculty for classroom teaching has been an endemic 
problem in most of the old public universities and colleges. Text books authored by 
local faculty are also widely used. Many times there are commercial considerations 
due which an ordinary local text book is preferred by a faculty in comparison to a 
standard international text book.

Skill development is still a neglect area in the Indian Higher Education. Whole 
emphasis is on developing theoretical knowledge much of which may be outdated. 
This is the main reason that graduates from an average university or colleges are not 
employable in the job market.

by MHRD in 2016 has several fault 
lines in its design. Still less than 10 
per cent institutions are participating 
in it, told Dr. H Chaturvedi to Arvind 
Passey, editor of Education Post.

INTERVIEW   DR.  haRIVaNSh ChaTURVEDI

NIRF 
STaRTED
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What hurts our education system more… differences in curriculum, 
varying examination patterns, or dissimilar evaluation standards? Or are 
there other factors that are not included in this question? Is it possible 
to harmonize these differences?

Homogenization of curriculum and evaluation in a huge and diverse 
country like India is not advisable. Universities need to connect with 
local surroundings and communities. There should be continuous 
interface between universities and recruiting organizations about 
changing jobs requirements and profiles. Accordingly curriculum should 
be revised and updated on continuous basis. 
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Is it true that Centre vs state/UT political conflict has hurt education and education-
related policies more than any other factor? If this is true, what is the way out? Is finding 
a way out the responsibility of educators?

Education is in the concurrent list of Indian Constitution. Both union and state 
governments have right to frame laws and statues on education related matters. There was 
a huge controversy when NEET test was introduced and students of Tamil Nadu were 
agitated due to change in the test pattern. I will advise that MHRD should organize a 
meeting of state education ministers before framing any important policy on education. For 
example, New Education Policy will have to be announced soon after the formation of the 
new government but opinion of state governments will be very important to be considered 
before finalising the New Education Policy.

Why is it that despite a National Education Policy in place and with more than sixty 
years of focus on education, our own employers from the business world complain of 
getting students who are not future-ready? Being employable is still a major issue. Does 
the fault lie with thinkers and legislators OR with the implementers?

New Education Policy is still yet to be announced. Actually the draft prepared by TSR 
Subrahmanyam Committee was not okayed by the then MHRD Minister, Smt Smiriti Irani 
and a new committee under Dr Kasturirangan was formed in 2018. For poor employability of 
Indian graduates, both policy makers and educational administrators are equally responsible.

Where do you think the real revolution in education needs to start… the primary schools, 
secondary schools, or colleges? Must this revolution have its epicenter in student-oriented 
activities or must it revolve around faculty restructuring?

Indian education requires a restructuring, reforming and transforming at all levels 
because the whole edifice is crumbling. Cosmetic changes or repaint here and there will 
not work. But whether our political parties are ready for it and are willing to invest huge 
funds needed for this transformation?

It is still a trend for everyone to yearn for higher education despite the efforts of the 
government in the past few years to shift the focus towards skill development and vocational 
training. What can be done to change this mindset?

Skill development endeavours of recent years have failed mostly due to faulty design 
and also due to mindset of our youth who are always yearning only for government jobs.

Finally, education is inextricably meshed in with an unhealthy craze to acquire ranking 
awards to prove their credentials. Do rankings and awards really authenticate quality? Do 
you think the next draft of NEP needs to have an authentication check-list laid down for 
awards and rankings?

There is a glut of rankings and awards in Indian education. Mostly these are not genuine 
because of commercial motives. There are several fault lines in the designing of NIRF 
started by MHRD in 2016. Still less than 10 per cent institutions are participating in it.

INTERVIEW   DR.  haRIVaNSh ChaTURVEDI

Skill Development is still a neglect area in the Indian Higher 
Education. Whole emphasis is on developing theoretical knowledge 
much of which may be outdated. This is the main reason that 
graduates from an average university or colleges are not 
employable in the job market.
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TERRORISM 
IS a MONOLOgUE 
IN a SUBVERTED 

MIND
by Arvind Passey
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Defining terrorism isn’t 
easy. Kamalhasan calls 
Nathuram Gadse the 
first Hindu terrorist but 
Madhu Purnima Kishwar 
retorts by tweeting that 
some people ‘can’t tell 
the difference between 
a  t e r r o r i s t  a n d  a n 
assassin. The latter is 

not a complimentary term. Kennedy’s killing was an 
assassination and never called a terrorist act. So also 
Gandhi’s murder by Godse. But Jinnah’s Direct Action 
Day for mass slaughter of Hindus was terrorism.’ Experts 
from around the world believe that the word jihad 
stands for terrorism and the Tamil word Theeviravaadhi 
describes both terrorism as well as extremism. There is 
then the dreaded red terrorism where Maoists are deeply 
entrenched with their own peculiar set of beliefs. However, 
the consensus on acts of violence intended to create a sense 
of fear come nearest to defining terrorism. It is widely 
agreed that illegal acts of violence done for a religious, 
political, or ideological goal is the broad umbrella under 
which the tenets of terrorism rest. Clearing misconceptions

Terrorism, however, isn’t always about killing people. 
If this were the case, the causes of death in 2010 can be an 
eye-opener. According to an Oxfam study, as compared 
to 13,186 deaths dues to terrorism, there were 6,000,000 
deaths because of tobacco, 3,500,000 because of under-
nutrition, 2,800,00 because of obesity and so on. Malaria, 
diarrhea, air pollution, alcohol consumption, road traffic, 
and even suicide caused more deaths than terror attacks. 
The Urban dictionary uses the word ‘manipulation’ to 
individuals and groups that may be used to get a forceful 
agreement through fear. Now if radicalization is all about 
manipulation of innocent minds, so would be policies 
and declarations by many democratic governments, 
bureaucrats, corporates bosses, and even over-zealous 
parents. However, what must be clear is that terrorism is 
when manipulations lead others to resort to acts of illegal 
violence. Advertisements and marketing strategies, for 
instance, sometimes work their way through subliminal 
manipulation but aren’t subversive in a physical manner. 
A parent injecting fear of a flaccid future in a small child 
to make him or her spend more time attending to tasks 
that schools set, is definitely breaking unwritten laws of 
relationships but isn’t compelling them to go out and 
burn buses or pelt stones. Whistle-blowers, RTI activists, 
writers, cartoonists, and dissidents aren’t terrorists by 
any definition. Even those creating obstacles for them 
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aren’t terrorists though they may appear to be unleashing 
a certain brand of terror that must certainly be criticized 
and sanitized at some point. The right form of education 
and legislations can easily curb these tendencies. The 
point that I am trying to make is that wherever there is a 
scope for dialogue before violence steps in, isn’t terrorism.

This story can never claim to be complete unless 
‘bhagwakaran’ is included. High-decibel slogan-
mongering by a certain section of ‘liberals’ insists that the 
term needs to be classified as Hindu terrorism but they 
are probably missing out on the fact that a couple beaten 
on valentine’s day, moral policing in parks by a Bajrang 
Dal or Shiv Sena, throwing slippers at airline employees, 
and slapping cops cannot be equated with suicide bombers 
killing statesmen and car bombs shattering dreams of 
thousands of innocents. These incidents, including the 
utterly deplorable violent antics by Gau-Rakshaks are 
NOT representative of the Hindu community that has 
tolerance written in bold in its chromosomal structure. 
These incidents also reflect a lax local government that 
must be nudged to wake up and act. Directives asking 
girls not to wear jeans or not to eat chowmein or avoid 
using mobile phones are, at best, the result of some idiot 
assuming he or she has the power to think for others 

and needs the right form of stringent intervention. 
The harebrained clout of these dolts cannot match the 
destructive impact of terrorists.

Putting real terror in perspective
Terrorists, I believe, disrespect and disbelieve in 

dialogue unless they indulge in them to buy more time. 
Terrorists have a monologue running through their 
subverted minds that isn’t open to suggestions. What we 
call terror could have had a start in any of the millions of 
reasons existing today and could be because of a skewed 
power ratio between the government and its challenger, 
a misrepresented logic in the minds of an individual or a 
group of individuals revolving around social, economic, 
and political oppression, deliberately distorted religious 
and political rhetoric, or sometimes a simple hunt for 
easy power disguised as a cause worth fighting for. 
The more dangerous examples tend to mirror rational 
behavior contorting into a disruptive pattern when time 
is favorable. Thus different forms of terror activities have 
different origins. IS and the Maoists are mainly because 
of ‘mutilated religious or political rhetoric’.

Whatever be the case, the one fact that is true is 
that terrorists aren’t just runaway lunatics rubbing law 
enforcement agencies the wrong way. Terrorists are 
people who have convinced themselves of the validity 
of the goal that they aim to reach and will employ any 
form of violence to seek the attention of the prevalent 
social system.

The constantly changing face of 
terrorism

Terrorism had humble beginnings and was simply 
‘terrible’ in 1160 and slowly in around a couple of 
centuries it became ‘terreur’ that finally adopted its current 
spelling as it hopped from the middle ages to modern 
times. Epistemologically the term terror may not seem as 
intensely bullying as it really is in action, but that is simply 
because these six alphabets will most of the time lead to 
an escalation of disharmony in more than one way that 
compels the military to make an entry to restore peace.

These terror-soaked disturbances can be fatal for 
economies that have not diversified enough. They have 
a tendency to destabilize countries where only one form 
of activity exists. The Easter attack in SriLanka is an 
example of the real damage being directed towards 
tourism that obviously has long-term debilitating effects 
on the economy of that country.
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Terrorism in 2019 includes the Maidan Shar attack where around 200 
people died in Afghanistan and the perpetrator happens to be the Taliban, nearly 
140 people died in the Kaduna State massacre in Nigeria and the suspects 
were the Adara Militis, the Dozo Dogon militia killed more than 150 people 
in Northern Mali, and quite recently more than 500 people died in the the Sri 
lankan Easter bombings where the National Thowheeth Jama’ath was seen as 
the main perpetrator.

An article in FP or Foreign Policy says that ‘the threat posed by Middle 
Eastern terrorists has been shrinking for some time’ and proclaims that Islamist 
terrorism is outdated in the face of the menace rising in the former Soviet states 
and beyond. They quote the 2017 truck strikes on pedestrians in New York 
and Stockholm by Uzbeks, the 2016 suicide bombing of Istanbul’s airport by a 
Russian national, and the 2017 attack on a nightclub in the same city, led by an 
Uzbek. The same article mentions that militants from Russian-speaking areas 
who have fought in wars in the Middle East as graduating into global terrorists. 
The article also claims that Rohingyas were now involved ‘in a global struggle 
for Islam’.

Contemporary forms of terrorism use the social media as parasites treat 
their preferred substrate. Terrorism knows that the internet is a powerful medium 
with 2.46 billion users hooked to social media platforms. Terrorists, therefore, 
use the virtual highway for propaganda escalation, recruitment, as well as 
fund-raising. The world has already seen how the ISIS effectively radicalizes 
susceptible minds and creates not just lone wolves but even large groups to 
willingly move away and into the wilderness of extremism.

However, whatever be the face of terrorism at any time, the one thing that 
is certain is that at the base of their contorted conviction is a mind that exists 
in a rather reactive mode. It is always about minds willing to accept logic that 
uses religion, caste, creed, community, language, and regions to raise the flag 
of a divisive debate invariably ending in explosions and deaths.

Terrorism for India
M a j o r  t e r r o r  a t t a c k s 

will include the 2014 Assam 
violence, the Manipur ambush 
and the Gurdaspur attack in Dina 
Nagar of 2015, Pathankot, Uri, 
and Kokrajhar attacks in 2016, 
the Sukma and the Amarnath 
yatra attacks of 2017, and then 
the Pulwama attack in 2019. 
Even this abbreviated list is 
enough evidence to show the 
broad horizon of the nature 
of terrorism in the country. 
The belief that every terrorist 
attack has its origin in Pakistan 
can be misleading. However, 
Pakistan is definitely said to 
be a safe haven for terrorist 
groups like Al-Qaeda, Lashkar-
e-Omar, Lashkar-e-Taiba (LeT), 
Jaish-e-Mohammed (JeM) and 
Sipah-e-Sahaba, Jaish ul-Adl, 
Al Badr Mujahideen, Harkat ul 
Mujahideen, ISIS-KP, and even 
Taliban besides a number of 
smaller groups that keep popping 
up and merging into whichever is 
bigger and smarter.

C o e r c i v e  d i p l o m a c y, 
the application of economic 
sanctions, military action, 
withdrawal of securi ty to 
separatist mindsets, working 
to get international support, 
activating support at the UN, 
efforts to isolate Pakistan and 
other countries known to lend a 
helping hand to terror-oriented 
activities, and obviously an 
increase in retributive cross-
border strikes are just a few of 
the ways of dealing with rising 
terrorism. These are definitely 
not enough.

I asked a friend who has 
retired from the armed forces 
about the sort of actions that are 
essential to deal with terrorism 
and he replied,  ‘Counter-
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terrorism measures in their 
predictable format normally 
talk about preemptive or 
reactive military action, 
for t i f ica t ion  and o ther 
technical means, increased 
intelligence and surveillance 
a c t i v i t i e s ,  p r e e m p t i v e 
humanitarian activities, 
a n d  m o r e  p e r m i s s i v e 
interrogation and detention 
policies for the suspected 
terrorists’. This friend also 
informed me that besides a 
more comprehensive training 
schedule, our forces stationed 
on the borders now have 
access to better arms. For 
instance, considering the way 
the terrorists are being taught 
techniques in camouflage and 
concealment and the way 
they are moving in and out 
with military precision, it 
was essential to counter this 
menace with effective sniper 
action. Thus our forces now 
have the Beretta .338 Lapua 
Magnum Scorpio TGT and 
the Barrett .50 calibre M95 
deployed at the LoC ahead of 
the infiltration season. These 
rifles come with enhanced 
range capabilities and are able 
to pierce through metal even 
at distances of 1800 metres 
and more. These sniper rifles 
have high-powered, long-
range abilities and were used 
in the Afghanistan and the 
Iraq wars.

Aim is to turn ISIS into WASWAS
So yes, countering terrorism is certainly a global necessity today. This 

is because acts of terrorism invariably result in lost GDPs and low stock 
indices that can have devastating effects on the economy of any nation. It is 
also believed by some that fighting terrorism is like waging a battle against 
ideas and ideologies that are bent upon risking everything that has been built 
over thousands of years. There will always be people for and against every 
conceivable action that the decision-makers come up with… and the truth is 
that any single action will anyway be insufficient. For instance, withdrawing the 
MFN status for Pakistan as a stand-alone action isn’t going to deter neither the 
erring neighbor nor any terrorist group. It is always a bouquet of actions with 
a dynamic range of actionable decisions that have the ability to change form 
according to the need of the time that may have the desired output.

Another alternative to a viable combination of stringent military, political, 
and socio-economic actions is what people like Aberjhani believe promote 
by suggesting that ‘we are living in an era in which billions of people are 
grappling to promote communication, tolerance, and understanding over 
the more destructive forces of war, terrorism, and political chaos that have 
characterized the beginning of the 21st Century.’ In simple terms this means 
quite literally attempting to use the soul of non-violent engagements to convert 
the isis chant of our times  into a waswas reality for tomorrow… though I’m 
not sure if solutions can ever be that simple. 
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oviet agents are said 
to have used a ricin poison 
pellet to kill Georgi Markov a 
Bulgarian writer and columnist. 
An umbrella was used to inject 
the poison into the individual’s 
body. This act of murder was 
widely reported in the UK and 
international media and led to a 
major diplomatic row between 
UK and the then Soviet Union. 
Ricin is said to have been used 
in the Iraq conflict in 1980s 
too. Ricin attacks have also 
been reported from the US 
and Europe too. Many of the 
attacks have been classified as 
acts of terror. 

pLaNTS 
aS WEapONS

S
Ricin is a poison found naturally in castor beans. It is 

one of the most potent poisons available on the planet. Castor 
beans are available easily and the poison in them is deadly. 
It is not surprising that terrorists find ricin as a convenient 
tool for spreading terror. 

Castor is a drought resistant crop extensively cultivated 
in Rajasthan, Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Maharashtra etc. 
The poison from castor is recovered from the waste left 
after extraction of oil from the castor beans. Castor oil has 
numerous industrial applications. India produces over 1.5 
million tons of castor oil. It accounts for nearly three fourth 
of the global production of this oil. 

Castor Farm in Rajasthan – Photo: Sudhir Ahluwalia
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documented to be poisonous. Some of these plants are 
quite common and we encounter them quite frequently. 
It is just that we are not aware that these have deadly 
properties. Let me list some common poisonous plants.

Nerium odorum is a flowering plant that we come 
across in gardens. The plant has been extensively 
planted on the medians of our highways. The plant 
bears showy flower pink, yellow, purple and white 
flowers arranged in bunches. The common name of 
Nerium is kaner or dogbane. The plant is a bush which 
can grow attain the size of a small tree. A white latex 
oozes from the plant when a leaf is plucked on the 
plant is injured. This latex is poisonous. All parts of 
the plant are poisonous. 

During the movement of the army of Alexander 
the Great from Persia to India, some of his soldiers 
used a wood fire made from the twigs from the bushes 
ofthe Nerium plant to skewer meat. The smoke from 
wood being poisonousresulted in the death of some of 
these soldiers. Similar incidences of poisoning have 
been reported from other parts of the world too. Skin 
when exposed to the latex can cause irritation. Initial 
symptoms of Nerium plant poisoning are nausea, 
light headedness followed by heart blockwhich leads 
to death.

Nerium odorum bushes on National Highway median 
Photo: Sudhir Ahluwalia

It takes swallowing a few castor beans for the 
poison to kick in. Death is slow and painful taking 24 
to 72 hours.Symptoms begin with shortness of breath, 
nausea, diarrhea, lowering of blood pressurefollowed 
by respiratory failure. Georgi Markov died a similar 
death and the best medical help in London could not 
save him. The problem with ricin and other plant-based 
poisons is that an antidote of many of these plant-based 
poisons is yet to be discovered.

Plants have been used by humans as poisons from 
the beginning of time. These have been used to kill, 
terrorize and hunt. In ancient times, spears, swords and 
arrows were tipped with extracts from poisonous plants. 
These weapons were mainly used to kill opponents 
surreptitiously. 

There are hundreds of poisonous plants in the 
world. In India alone, fifty-four plantshave been 

Conium maculatum (common name- hemlock) 
USDA NRCS. 1992.
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Many of us are aware of the execution of 
Socrates from drinking a cup of hemlock. Did 
you know that the hemlock poison comes from the 
plant – Conium maculatum. This plant belongs to 
the same family as carrot and fennel. It is found 
extensively growing in the Mediterranean region. 
Coniine is a poisonous alkaloid found in all parts 
of the plant. Coniine causes sedation. Probably 
Socrates chose a cup of hemlock for his death. 
He probably felt this was the least painful way 
of dying. Hemlock is also used in medicine. It is 
used to treat muscle spasms.

Many of us are familiar with Atropa 
belladonna. The common name of the plant 
is‘deadly nightshade’. Belladonna ointments are 
used to provide relief from joint pain, sciatica and 
nerve pain. Belladonna plasters were frequently 
used in the last century. These were used asa 
plaster that was applied over boils. Belladonna 
in the plaster led to rapid pus formation. This 
could then be easily drained with rapid healing 
of the boil.  

The word belladonna in Italian means 
beautiful lady. It dilates the eyes and women 
would use to enlarge the pupils. This gave them 
a striking appearance. 

Atropa belladonna berries are especially 
poisonous. They are known to induce manic 
behavior and hallucinations. A mistaken 
consumption of the berries from the Atropa 
belladonna plant by a hiker in Germany in 2012 
triggered a bout of manic behavior. The victim 
who was raving mad in the forest was luckily 
rescued by a search party. He was taken to a 
hospital and treated for Atropa poisoning. As the 
effects of the poison subsided, so did the manic 
symptoms.

Datura is a plant with which many of us are 
familiar. It belongs to the same family as Atropa 
belladonna. It has been used as a recreational 
drug over centuries. The active agent in datura 
is atropine. It is known to trigger hallucinations. 
Datura is often used in cigarettes or mixed in tea. 
Cases of fatalities from consumption of Datura are 
rare. The plant, though, has a potential for misuse 
by criminals and terrorists who can use plants  
like Datura and Atropa to disorient victims. 

In ancient Rome monkshood or wolfsbane 
plant,cultivated as an ornamental in gardens. The 
plant bears attractive dark blue flowers.  In ancient 
Rome the plant was used to execute prisoners. 
The botanical name of the plant is Aconitum 
napellus. 

Aconitine alkaloid is the poisonous substance 
of this plant. This poison along with ricin are 
some of the deadliest poisons on earth. It is most 
noted as a heart and nerve poison. Raw aconite 
plants are extremely poisonous. In ancient times, 
spears and arrows dipped in extracts from the 
plant were used to kill enemies. While all parts 
of the plant are poisonous, it is in the roots where 
the concentration of the toxin is the highest.

Madar also known as Aak is commonly 
encountered in the drier regions of India. There 
are two species of this plant – Calotropis procera 

Atropa belladonna – Photo: Kurt Stuber

Datura metel – Kutch desert region – Photo: Sudhir Ahluwalia
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and Calotropis gigantea. The latter, as the name 
suggests is bigger and reaches the height of a small 
sized tree. Calotropis procera on the other hand is a 
relatively small plant. Both these plants exude a white 
latex. The flowers of both aresimilar. The milky juice 
from the gigantea species is said to be 20 times more 
poisonous than strychnine which is well known highly 
poisonous substance. 

Calotropis procera is frequently encountered in 
Rajasthan. An accidental exposure of the sap to the 
eyes can lead to temporary loss of vision. The eyes 
develop lesions. Protecting the eye from accidental 
exposure can be done by use of glasses which should 
be worn when passing through areas where the plant 
is found in preponderance. 

Nux vomica is a homeopathic medicine. Strychnine 
and brucine are two alkaloids found in the plant Strychnos 
nox vomica. The plant is widely used in both Chinese 
medicine and in Ayurveda. Lethal doses of this poison 
induce convulsions of the central nervous system, 
paralysis and death by cardiac arrest. 

We need to know our plants. They are both sources 
of medicine and poison. What we use them for is for us 
to decide. 

Calotropis gigantea – Bangalore city 
Photo: Sudhir Ahluwalia

Calotropis procera – Karnataka Photo: Sudhir Ahluwalia

Strychnos nux vomica – Poison nut tree

The writer is a business consultant, author and  
columnist and an ex Indian Forest Service officer.



Does imparting education mean filling a mind with knowledge? 
Or is it just about invoking curiosity to elucidate and clarify 
concepts?The truth is that there is no end to learning and getting 
acquainted with numerous phenomena taking place in and around 
us.

Filling a mind with a mountain of knowledge does seem like an uphill task. 
Personally, I would never wish to be bestowed upon with such a harrowing 
challenge. To me,the second objective is more feasible. Just ignite a spark and 
let the engine run until the driver wishes to switch it off.Simple.

a TERRORIST CaLLED 
‘COMpULSORy’ 
IN EDUCaTION

gaurav Sharma

Education is a fundamental right 
and it should be imparted with 
constructive and noble intentions. 
A little innovation and thoughtfulness 
can make a major difference to our 
education system. 
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Imparting education is more challenging than to acquire it. It needs a 
research, thorough planning and careful implementation.Unfortunately, 
the education system in our country is ineffective and is an utter failure 
in delivering what education must communicate or warrant. As things 
stand today, there is nothing to attract young minds and to sustain their 
quest for learning. On the contrary, an overdose of information tends 
tokill their interest. Thisis why the truth behind ourliteracy rate has been 
crawlingfor seventy years sinceindependence despitehavinginvested 
millions. We have managed a meagre 1% cumulative increase in our 
literacy rate per year and even this hasn’t lead to transformations that 
Indian students need to look forward to.

A large number of people think education serves only a lip-service 
of making a person capable of interacting and acceptable in society. 
Some label a person as literate if he speaks English.By and large, we 
weigheducation by the testimonials a person acquires by passing exams. 
Each of these notions have flaws.A person’s education must be measured 
by the knowledge he holds, the maturity of his views and his attitude 
towards society; may it be formal or informal.

Not stretching it further, I would like to switch over to my 
perceptions of imparting education.The beginning itself needs 
rectification. We must emphasize on quality than quantity. At the primary 
level itself, exams are like a war for our tiny tots. They are strangulated 
with three languages, Mathematics, Science, Social Science, Moral 
Education, General Knowledge and Drawing. An exam for Drawing? 
Seriously? Instead of helping our children master a subject all that 
we are teaching them is to master the art of passing exams. I strongly 
recommend formal examination only for three subjects instead of eight 
or nine at the school level. When one can learn languages in months, 
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why he is made to linger on with them for years? For languages, there need be 
no exams at the school level and teachers must focus on improving writing and 
conversation skills. With the present system, despite learning a language for 
ten to twelve years, how many students are able to speak and write well in that 
language?However, after a few years in jobs, we can hear them speaking the same 
language fluently. Can’t we do that in schools itself? We are definitely wasting 
resources and energy on a futile exercise.

There should be no compulsory subjects in school and after-school curriculum. 
Elementary education of Mathematics, Science and Social Study must be complete 
in five to six years and after that, a child should be allowed to choose only one 
or two subjects he wants to study. Compulsory subjects are like an infection that 
makes pupils sick of (or should I say, with) studies. Our education system consumes 
ten precious years of our lives for preparing us for real education. 

Incentives in education can do wonders for a poor country as ours is and no, 
I am not talking of monetary incentives for every achievement. That would be a 
trite form of bribery at best.I advocate assurance of security at different levels of 
education.For this, we can categorize jobs in the government and semi government 
sectors on the basis of academic qualification, ascertaining some mandatory 
academic level for every job.Reaching every new academic level will assure a 
job suitable to his qualifications. This is what ‘skill development’ is all about. If 
he wants to study further and get into serious academics, he can carry on with 
this aim. Whenever a student believes that a job is vital, he should be given that 
opportunity according to his highest educational credential. Obviously, jobs need 
to be in synchronization with the sort of future-ready qualification he will seek. 
The guarantee of a job will boost confidence and bring positivity about education 
eradicating the deep-set pessimism prevailing now.
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To have educated unemployment is the biggest failure of 
our educational system and is a curse for not just the prevailing 
education system but also for our economy.Every youth is a 
resource and we can’t afford to let it go waste. The question that now 
arises circumnavigatesways of creating appropriate jobs for these 
varying levels in education.The first step that needs to be taken for 
this is to make a law against engaging illiterate and unskilled labour. 
This will improve efficiency and productivity.Education imparted 
in a correct way will help in solving the problem of unemployment 
because education iscapable of inventing meaningful employment.

Another serious flaw that our education system has is that 
we measure the quantum of knowledge by the marks secured by 
the aspirant in a written examination. This system encourages 
cramming and rote learning.Most of the students are unableto 
answer questions they have attempted correctly the previous day 
and are unable to delve into the mysteries of creative solutions. 
This reflects neither knowledge nor acquiring education. It is just 
a battle of possessing testimonials. For most of the prevailing job 
profiles, the candidates today are selected on the basis of written 
as well as viva-voce examination. So it would be better if we start 
the practice right at the school level by giving equal emphasisto 
written as well as oral examination.Education must speak for 
itself enabling the spirit of meaningful exploration. If a person has 
acquired a level of education, he need not to present testimonials 
to prove his credentials but must be able to testify his knack for 
identifying and then creating value-added answers or solutions… 
this is where thereal voice of his education ought to be loud and 
audible as compared to competitors.

Most Parents do acknowledge their duty to educate their 
children but they end-up simply managing fees and nothing more.  
Their contribution towards developing a creative involvement with 
learning needs a push because schools today hardly ever focus 
on all-round development of children. Only students havingsome 
inherent talent get benefitted by the current formal education 
patterns. Theexhibitionistic emphasis laid by the schools on co-
curricular and sports activities also create chasms and obstacles 
for meaningful education. In such a scenario, the participation of 
parents can make a lot of wonders. The involvement of parents 
needs to be participative and not just about buying and making 
accessible certain aids to learning. However, the present day trend 
circling the Spending-Time-Together drill is only limited to sitting 
in living room watching TV and occasionally indulging in frivolous 
conversation.I have emphatic examples.Last month, I had been 
invited to the launch a book authored by a ten-year-old boy. His 
class-teacher recognised his storytelling skills and contacted his 
parents. The school and his parents teamed up and got his stories 
published as a book. The school organised a grand launch function 
and invited many dignitaries. Any child can blossom if he gets 
such zealous support and participation of parents and teachers. 
I remember when my father learnt about my inclination towards 
writing, he started giving me a random topic every day. I would 
write on it and read aloud the write-up to him after dinner. I enjoyed 
the exercise a lot and it helped me honing my writing skills.

The world as we know now is literally 
living on an overdose of technology. Parents 
often complain that their children spend 
hours staring at their smart phones. I agree 
that there are many negatives related to 
this form of tech addiction but indulgent 
monitoring, a little vigilance,and proper 
guidance will go a long way in putting 
things in the right perspective. Technology 
does save time, money and energy. It offers 
variety and knowledge at the cheapest 
denominator. But technology needs to be 
harnessed in the right way to become a 
productive ally. Use of technology can 
make lessons more interesting and easier 
to learn. 

Education is a fundamental right and 
it should be imparted with constructive and 
noble intentions. A little innovation and 
thoughtfulness can make a major difference 
to our education system. Education is one 
sector that needs immediate amelioration 
and if achieved, it can find solution to our 
every woe and worry. The first step, as I 
have mentioned earlier, can be doing away 
with a terror called ‘compulsory’.

The writer is a 
mathematics teacher 
by profession and a 
writer by passion. 

He has written three 
widely acclaimed 
novels, LOVE @ 
AIR FORCE (2013), 
RAPESCARS… 
They Never Heal 
(2014), and DAWN AT 
DUSK (2016).
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he article published in the previous issue introduced you to 
podcast. Other key facets to consider are mentioned in this 
article.

As most of you are now aware about podcast, its history and its 
benefits. How to start podcasting and use it to grow your business, 
connect with other leaders in your space, deepen your relationship 
with your audience and much more is what this article will focus on.

It is encouraging that podcasting has seen an explosion in 
recent years but India has remained out until recently even though 
the US average listener listens to five different podcasts per week. 
So it is the right time now to explore podcast and grow with this 
platform.

A podcast is much more than just a recording of people 
talking. Podcasting can be incredibly beneficial, but those benefits 
usually take a long time to come into effect. You not only need to 
commit to mastering the technical domain of podcasting along 
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with consistently reaching out to guests, but you also need to commit to a regular release 
schedule. Your listeners need to know when to expect a new episode from you. Create 
a schedule and stick to it, even if the results aren’t happening as quickly as you’d like.

Challenges that must be overcome
Initially you may have a lot of resistance while starting a podcast. Fear of public 

speaking and reaching out to strangers is just one of them. There are all sorts of technical 
requirements, like recording and editing episodes, dealing with feeds, embedding podcast 
episodes into your site and more. Most of the software are user friendly and easy to use 
and it does not take more then 2 to 3 days to get familiar with all intricacies that surround 
them. Luckily, one always has youtube tutorials to fall back upon.

Planning your Podcast
If you already have a website and you’re looking to add a podcast then you probably 

already have an operational niche ready for you. If you haven’t started out online yet you 
may need to spend a little more time during the niche selection phase. To resolve this just 
ask yourself a few questions to help you narrow down on your area of operation, zero-in 
on a subject that you have an affinity for and you are ready to start your podcast.

You may want to understand completely the subject that you finally choose and decide 
on an appropriate audio format. The next step will be to list out anticipated problems 
revolving around your chosen subject and think about using your podcast to give solutions. 
Choose a subject that has enough ramifications to go on for multiple podcasts. Think about 
the kind of guests you can invite to be a part of your planned series. 
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Naming your Podcast
Your podcast name is incredibly important, but a lot of beginner 

podcasters tend to overlook its value. Your podcast’s name is going 
to be with you for the long-term and plays an essential role in giving 
life to your brand. The best alternative is to choose a name that 
gives your listeners a clue to what your podcast is all about. Register 
an appropriate domain name as well so once your podcast gains 
popularity you’re not battling for it.

Format or Structure of your Podcast
Most podcasts tend to have a familiar episode format. The biggest 

distinction is if you’re opting for an interview-based show or stand-
alone concepts. You are obviously free to innovate and create your 
own format. The structure needs a lot of thought. For instance, you 
may start a story-telling podcast with an introduction to a voiceover or 
theme song followed by an author intro leading on to the main story 
and finally having closing thoughts on the episode.

The structure that you use will be dependent on whether or not 
you’re interviewing guests or if you’re creating all of the content 
yourself. Down the road, you may even incorporate advertisements, 
which usually occur during the introduction, and/or sometime during 
the story.

Episode length
The length of each episode will depend upon the type of content 

you’re producing. Most podcast episodes typically run from 20 to 45 
minutes. The length isn’t as important as making sure your content 
remains compelling throughout. For example, if you have a killer 
episode that’s 45 minutes long, there’s no need to cut it down to 20 
minutes. The opposite is also true, for instance, if you have 15 minutes 
of solid content, it isn’t worth padding it with another 15 minutes of 
unnecessary filler.

The kind of hardware 
needed

The things you need to create 
your podcast include a microphone, 
headphone, and a quiet space to record 
an episode. As a beginner you may 
start recording using Apps in your 
smartphone and a basic headphone 
and get familiar with the whole 
process but later on you must upgrade 
the hardware. For those not shy of 
investments, opt for a good condenser 
USB microphone that you can plugin 
directly to your laptop through USB 
ports. Nmaes like Blue Snowball, 
Blue Yeti or Audio Technica AT2020 
are good to go if you want to record 
indoors. If you are looking to do some 
kind of interview show or any travel 
show, in which you need to record 
outside, it is better to go for a portable 
recorder  like Zoom H1N or H4N as 
these are really efficient and popular 
devices. 

You also need a pair of headphones 
while recording your podcast, nut 
honestly any of the available over-ear 
or on-ear brands or even earphones 
will do.
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Soundcloud is a great option as it includes a very high-quality 
media player and offers competitive pricing for beginners. You can 
also make your podcast publicly available on the Soundcloud site, 
which could lead to new listeners. Moreover, if you’re looking to 
embed your podcast episodes into your existing website you can 
easily do that with Soundcloud.

You may also upload your podcast to a ton of different podcast 
directories, which can help to improve the reach of your podcast. 
Explore Stitcher and Blubrry but the one place you really must be 
uploading your podcast is iTunes if you really want to make it big.

Including show notes on your site
If you have your own website that’s related to your podcast you 

may want to embed each episode into your site, as well as include 
show notes. You can embed your epodes using any of the media 
hosting options above. However, Soundcloud makes including easy. 
To embed with Soundcloud just follow the steps below:

Navigate to the Soundcloud podcast episode you uploaded > 
Click on the share option and select embed and you’ll see the HTML 
code that you can copy and paste into your site > Create a new blog 
post on your site and copy the code into the post > Below the audio 
file you can then create a separate blog post, or just post the transcript 
of your podcast below.

For show notes you can either include a word-for-word transcript 
of the episode, or you can create an entire blog post about the topic that 
pulls out the best bits of information. You can experiment with both 
to see what your audience resonates with the most. If you want your 
podcast to be successful you’re going to need to do a lot of promotion. 
You can’t expect your podcast to grow on its own without any help at 
your end unless you’ve already built up a large and engaged audience 
via other means.

Promoting your Podcast
One solid way of promoting your podcast is to create multiple 

forms of media from each episode you produce. For example, you 
could turn an episode into a blog post and then even as a guest blog 
to be published on other websites, a series of social media updates, or 
even cool shareable images. Overall, you’ll have a bunch of methods 
available to promote and grow your audience for your podcast. Instead 
of trying to do everything it is vital that you have a set of promotional 
activities you use after every single episode. This will help your 
podcast gain traction over time.

Audiences take a while to build
You may have dreams of creating a podcast that achieves millions 

of downloads and is one of the most popular podcasts in your space. 
Numbers like these don’t happen overnight. Creating a large podcast 
audience is a long-term game. Just because you haven’t seen the 
results you’ve been looking for after a few episodes doesn’t mean 
you should give up. With podcasting the results will come so long 
as you stick to a regular publishing schedule, promote each episode, 
and keep improving the quality of your podcast with better guests, 
improved material, and higher-quality production.

Edit your audio
A Digital Audio Workstation or 

DAW is a program you need in your 
computer to record and edit your 
audio. While technically you ‘can’ 
use platforms such as Skype, Zoom, 
etc. you will most likely have poor 
audio quality for your podcast. It will 
be prudent to opt for Logic Pro if 
you have a MAC, and Garageband or 
Audacity if you are a Windows user. 
If you don’t have any DAW, than 
you can also use Zencastr which is 
a great platform, and recommended 
as remote audio recording software 
for podcasters. What sets Zencastr 
apart from the other popular tools is 
its design. 

Uploading your Podcast
With your podcast finished 

you’re going to need a place to host 
your media files. There are multiple 
different avenues you can use to 
host your podcast. Some of the most 
popular are Soundcloud, Libsyn, 
Podbean, Podomatic, and Fireside.
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hen results of the education board examinations are declared, not 
only are the toppers at cloud nine but also the parents, teachers, 
school, the coaching centres and the examination board too. It 
brings an all-round happiness and a big relief at all levels. The 
students have worked hard throughout their school journey and 
are toppers with 100% in nearly every subject, only missing out 
few marks in a subject that stops their grand total from being an 
impressive 100%. Parents are happy and satisfied that their years 
of solid support to their children has been rewarded. 

School principals, teachers and so do the coaching centres 
(these days) celebrate; the examination boards too heave a sigh 
of relief, of the task well done and well received. All these 
components’ brand value is upgraded. Full-page advertisements 
of schools and coaching institute, along with the pictures of the 
top students, appear in the dailies as well as online. One can 
notice the names and pictures of some students appearing in the 
advertisement of more than one institute. This overlap is justified by 
the fact that the particular student has taken coaching for a subject 
for one session; though may have moved to another institute for 
reasons best known to the student only. This is a golden time for 
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the teenagers when they feel great to be offered good sum, by the institutes, for 
their names and pictures appearing in the media — and it is now that they get the 
first experience of getting paid for the job done well! 

Reaching the ‘ultimate’ is a win-win situation for all! 
The achievers and their stories that are carried out in the media; the 

announcements by the parents and congratulatory messages of the near and dear 
ones that flood the social media platforms are mostly for the students who have 
secured more than 90%. However the presence of the students, a few hundred 
thousand in number who have not been able to touch the 90% level, is not visible. 
It appears as if the below-90 percenters have lost a battle or do not deserve to 
celebrate as much. In the euphoric atmosphere that is created, those few days, the 
near and dear ones of the below 90% wonder how to react! Out of a crore students 
that take the board exams in the country, only less than 10% get visible attention 
and appreciation by families and society. The board exams that should just be 
treated as a means in the growth and development path, has over a period of few 
decades become a hyped-up goal.

The educationists witness this change with a lot of anxiety and apprehension. 
They are worried that this trend of marking is making the students rote learners 
which have nothing to do with creative thinking. Academician and former NCERT 
Chairman, Krishna Kumar, views this scenario as “At the heart of the problem is 
the mechanical evaluation of the answer sheet. The board encourages exact copying 
(remembering) of answers from the text books rather than critical thinking. Anyone 
who uses the exact phrases as suggested in the model answers will be marked 
correct. So if the correct response to a question is red and if you write scarlet, it 
will be marked incorrect... This shows that our education system promotes rote 
learning.” Former Chairperson of National Commission for Protection of Child 
Rights (NCPCR), Shanta Sinha, has a strong opinion: Commercialisation of 
education has introduced an element of exclusion and competition. There are many 
private shops competing for achievers. Children do not learn in this environment. 
They are being converted into mindless machines that are made to perform as 
though they are in a circus... In the national Curriculum Framework 2005, we 
had recommended that the child’s performance should be based on sports, art and 
culture, not just academics.
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The CBSE and ICSE boards, state boards too, have been trying to implements 
various changes based on the recommendations. But no balances solution had 
evolved. This has to do, most probably, because of the large number with varied 
combination of regions and backgrounds which has to be brought on a common 
platform. The CBSE board had done away with the mandatory examination for 
Class X and Continuous and Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE) was made a process 
of assessment; examination at this level was made optional. However they have 
reverted back to examination system at Class X level. The recent news after the 
declaration of 2019 results by the CBSE board is the decision to introduce changes 
in the examination pattern at Class X level, from the current academic year. The 
board is planning to reward ‘creative answers and discourage rote learning’ by 
diversifying the current format of objective questions.

Lost in all the above-mentioned circumstances is the learning and education of 
subjects that take students beyond text books to explore their potential. Teaching 
moral values, life skills, mindfulness, dealing with machines and digital devices, 
time management, decision-making and tapping ones vocational temperament could 
be extremely helpful. Student and parents ought to be convinced by counselling 
that even if these teaching will not get them good marks, it will surely help make 
them self-equipped to handle stress. They are well prepared for the future and the 
knowledge thus gained will always remain relevant for them in any profession 
they end up with.

Of how much relevance is the study of regular subjects in the next level of life, 
which is profession? In the current circumstances, most of the time the knowledge 
required for a certain job is absolutely different than the knowledge gained. These 
days an engineering graduate and a humanities graduate are seen doing the same job. 
A hotel management graduate is offered job in the marketing of an apparel brand. 
It is the creative faculty of the students then that helps them perform satisfactory in 
a job. Studies beyond preparing for board exams will make students different from 
machines in future. Karishma, the joint topper of CBSE Class XII who secured 499 
out of 500 this year, wants to study Psychology and her concentration will entirely 
shift to this subject if she pursues her passion. Her excellent percentage will get 
her admission in college of her choice.

With many new vocational avenues developing in the country, the need of the 
hour is to create a holistic learning environment. Few institutions have their teaching 
pattern based on this approach. But such institutes are exclusive and elusive, and 
affordability much above the reach of the most. The holistic learning process should 
be developed in each school of the country so that diverse learning opportunities are 

provided. Let the growing-
up process be an enjoyable 
component to uncover and 
develop, by self-discovery 
of the inherent talent and 
potential within. It is often 
noticed that students are 
discouraged to participate 
in  spor ts  and cul tura l 
activities, once they reach 
higher class and studies 
start getting tougher. This 
is a life-long loss in most of 
the cases. Only a handful of 
exceptional performers take 
part in sports and cultural 
events, and that too at the 
cost of their studies. This 
is sadly a mistaken notion. 
Physical activities strengthen 
mental fitness.

Till a sound and balanced 
educational pattern evolves, 
it is wise to have a self-
balance approach to matters 
of academics and life in a 
broader sense. Much depends 
on the parents and guides. 
They need to be grounded 
and pragmatic in giving 
direction to the developing 
m i n d  o f  t h e  g r o w i n g 
children. Examinations are 
only stepping stones and not 
end goal. It is an inevitable 
stage in formal education 
which one has to step on and 
move forward. Not much 
pressure has to be exerted, 
but only a sincere effort to 
do the best according to 
ones capabilities. There are 
many success stories of great 
achievers, who performed 
poorly in their studies.    
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Poaching isn’t a word that exists only 
in political parlance around the world. 
Employees can be poached by corporates, 
ideas are often poached by unscrupulous 
writers, and of course lots of people 
love poached eggs. However, it is time 
to connect the word back to the world 
where it rightly belongs – wildlife and the 
environment. One news report about the 
World Health Organization (WHO) set to 

formally recognize Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) 
for the first time at the 72nd World Health Assembly in 
Geneva this week is rather alarming. This is because TCM 
is known to use wild animal parts in its formulations. 

How TCM terrorizes wildlife
If this comes about, the possibility pushing many 

species on the brink of extinction becomes alarmingly high. 
Poaching of tigers, according to WPSI figures reached a 
high of 50 in 2016 and then declined to 38 and 34 in 2017 
and 2018, and now until May 2019 the figure stands at 15 
which should be enough to warn the decision-makers at 
WHO about what they are about to do. In its recent response 
to a Right to Information (RTI) request, the Wildlife Crime 
Control Bureau (WCCB) said that 429 tigers were killed 
in the past decade (2008 to 2018), as a result of poaching. 
The Ministry of Environment and Forests reveals that 
the highest number of tiger killings occurred in Madhya 
Pradesh (71), followed by 46 in Maharashtra and Karnataka 
each, and 42 in Assam and Chhattisgarh. It isn’t just the tiger 
where #SaveTheTiger missions might get compromised, 
but even species like pangolin, bear, and rhino are at risk 
as their body parts are used in TCM to treat ailments from 
arthritis to epilepsy to erectile dysfunction. Poaching isn’t 
limited to these animals but is fast including lions, jaguars, 
and other big cats.
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TCM sympathisers point out that their science 
dates back to the third century BC and ‘grew out of the 
writings of ancient healers, who began recording their 
observations of the body, its functions, and its reactions 
to various therapies and treatments, including herbal 
remedies, massage, and acupuncture. For more than 
2,000 years, generations of healers and scholars added 
to and refined the knowledge. The result is a canon of 
literature dealing with practically every sort of health 
issue—from the common cold to cancer, pregnancy to old 
age.’ However, there is no viable justification in activities 
that might end up in wiping out ‘entire species when other 
existing and well-proven methods can clearly treat these 
medical challenges’. An article in the National Geographic 
clearly mentions that ‘TCM has been criticized by the 
medical community for lacking efficacy in many of its 
applications, by the conservation community for its use of 
substances derived from animals and its role in increasing 
the demand for species threatened by extinction.’

More on what the world thinks of TCM
Sudhir Ahluwalia, who has spent nearly 23 years with 

the Indian Forest service and is the author of multiple 
books on herbs and health, told me that ‘TCM is used in 
an adjunct role in many hospitals in China’, and added 
that ‘the challenge for TCM lies in making available 
raw material required to make herbal medicines. Most 
of these are collected, often illegally from forest areas. 
Animal parts are also used in some cases. Without 
adequate provisions for medicinal plant farming this 
form of Chinese medicine has the potential of leading 
towards an environmental disaster.’ A press note released 
by Panthera, an environmental agency and wildlife 
conservation trust also talks about its concerns about 
the decision that WHO is poised to take and its Chief 
Scientist and Tiger Program Senior Director, Dr. John 
Goodrich, says unequivocally that ‘any recognition of 
TCM from an entity of the World Health Organization’s 
stature will be perceived by the global community as a 
stamp of approval from the United Nations on the overall 
practice, which includes the use of remedies utilizing wild 
animal parts. Failure to specifically condemn the use of 
Traditional Chinese Medicine utilizing wild animal parts 
is egregiously negligent and irresponsible.’

The way WHO responded
Environmentalists as well as wildlife conservationists 

believe that activities using wild animal parts, including 
from captive bred specimens does immense harm to the 
perceptions of the common man when organisations like 
the WHO go out of the way to endorse legitimize this 
practice in TCM. This will obviously lead to a decline of 
wild animal populations around the globe. It is, therefore, 

essential for ugent and stringent action to stop illegal 
wildlife trade from nations like China and Vietnam as 
well as captive breeding of threatened species both of 
which will allow ‘the credibility of Traditional Chinese 
Medicine without causing undue harm to wild animals’.

In response to criticism coming from all corners of 
the globe, WHO clarifies that an inclusion of TCM in its 
global medical compendium does not imply that it means 
to look the other way so far as the conclusions of the 
Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species 
of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) are concerned. An 
article published as far back as October 2018 in the Forbes 
magazine also states that ‘a news story in the journal 
Nature reported that the World Health Organization, 
which is supposed to be devoted to improving the health 
and medical care of people around the globe, will for 
the first time endorse a belief system called “traditional 
Chinese medicine.” I’m labeling TCM a belief system 
because that’s what it is–but the WHO will be endorsing 
it as a set of medical practices.’ What this means is that 
the thinkers from around the globe have been attempting 
to raise this issue for a long time now. Another online 
portal believes that the entire issue could be escalated 
because ‘the Chinese government is supporting traditional 
Chinese medicine by setting up teaching and clinical 
centres outside China, increasing demand for pieces of 
animals facing extinction’. Investigation reports that in 
October 2018 the Chinese government reversed a 25-
year ban on the use of tiger and rhino parts in TCM, but 
due to an overwhelming international outcry, the ban 
was temporarily reinstated. Yet, recent reports suggest 
that China is succumbing to pressure from tiger breeders 
and farms by quietly creating loopholes allowing the 
trade to move forward. There is another instance of 
rhino horn being used in Traditional Chinese Medicine, 
but increasingly common is its use as a status symbol to 
display success and wealth. Anyone can easily conclude 
that the menace associated with not taking action against 
the use of animal parts for any system of medicine, 
however logical it may sound, can have repercussions 
that will go beyond merely recognizing TCM as a valid 
curative system that a section of our population may have 
faith on.

Panthera believes that the discussion must not 
remain limited to only endangered species becasue the 
way WHO decides will have a direct bearing on overall 
biodiversity issues and may push a number of species from 
‘least concern’ to ‘endangered’ which will have serious 
reflections in the years to come. While on the issue of 
legal captive breeding one also needs to understand that 
this cover can be the starting point for the temptation 
to hop over to illegal poaching of wild animals that 
will then become an enhanced risk. Findings hovering 
around Thailand’s Tiger Temple and South Africa’s legal 
captive lion industry support this claim. Agreeing to these 
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perceptions, Sudhir Ahluwalia states adds that ‘animals are an integral part 
of the forest ecosystem. Poaching disturbs ecological balance and brings about 
unexpected results. Poaching of carnivores will lead to rise in herbivores. More 
herbivores will cause increased grazing in the forest. Overgrazing triggers the 
process of habitat destruction, disappearance of flora and fauna, soil erosion, 
soil destruction and ecological disaster. The world is replete with examples 
where destruction of a species had a spill-over effect to others. These all cause 
biodiversity loss with spillover effects.’

These concerns are as much about wildlife and the environment as they 
are about human health as it relies upon nature to a large extent. Echoing this 
sentiment, Dr Fred Launay, President and CEO of Panthera, says that ‘the WHO 
should be well aware that human health is highly dependent on the vitality of 
animal populations in the wild and the ecosystems they support. Condemning 
Traditional Chinese Medicine utilizing wild animal parts is a common sense, 
win-win move for the well-being of people and wild animals alike.’

What happens if we keep quiet
Debbie Banks, Tiger Campaign Leader for the Environmental Investigation 

Agency (EIA), insists that ‘over 5,000 Asian leopards have been seized in trade 
in the last two decades. China’s licensed domestic trade in leopard bone wine and 
pills is a major driver of demand and the scale of the trade is huge. In 2018, the 
trade in 1.23 tonnes of leopard bone was authorized between just two companies 
out of at least 30 that are licensed to produce leopard medicines.’ Keeping quiet is 
and never was a viable option. There are experts who believe that the provisions 
of the Wildlife Protection Act 1972 are fairly stringent. However, there is a need 
for a forest protection force on the lines of the Armed Police with a separate 
command structure. This forest protection force can be deployed in critical areas 
like Kaziranga National Park, Corbett National Park etc. and other areas where 
repeated instances of poaching are received. Earlier attempts in creating a force 
have been half-hearted and we know that retired ex-army personnel have been 
inducted and deployed. But there is more that can be done. Among the actions that 
must be reinforced are forest patrols by personnel with high degrees of physical 
fitness, training in forestry terrain, and the ability to stay for days in the forest. The 

force needs to be equipped 
w i t h  c o m m u n i c a t i o n 
infrastructure and weapons. 
The hard truth is that this 
type of work cannot be done 
only by a force consisting of 
retired people. It has been 
observed that deployment of 
armed police to forest areas 
is also not useful as the force 
is not trained to operate in 
forest areas and is, therefore, 
largely ineffective. 

Our primary concerns 
need to revolve around 
concerns that involve all 
stakeholders of the planet’s 
natura l  resources .  Dr. 
Anish Andheria, President 
of Wildlife Conservation 
Trust believes that ‘while 
choosing to endorse TCM, 
the WHO seems to have 
ignored the compelling data 
that links illegal wildlife 
trade to the mortality rates 
of frontline forest staff and 
the exploitation of forest-
dwelling communities’. It 
is obvious that endorsing 
any practice that endangers 
any of the stakeholders 
anywhere is going to prove 
to be counter-productive.

J u s t  o n e  m i s s t e p 
by WHO can lead to an 
irreversible damage to all 
that is dear to our hearts 
and this is more terrorizing 
than any other form of terror 
that the world seems to be 
grappling with these days. 
Being a party to any ill-
conceived decision by a 
world body is almost like 
someone unleashing a 
terrorizing form of poaching 
that feeds on everything 
that interests mankind. The 
issue is as much about TCM 
endorsement as it is about 
saving our wildlife and our 
environment.  Poaching 
of genuine environmental 
concerns must end.
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reparing for Job Interviews
Thanks a lot for your positive response to career conversations with me! Your 

feedback should continue to and I will attempt to address your most pressing 
career concerns.  In the last issue, we discussed about what corporates are looking 
for from fresh talent. In current conversation, I wanted to touch upon another 
important topic on preparing for job interviews. While this conversation is more 
focused for job interviews at campuses but most of this can be applied in any 
job interview situation. Let me talk about some important aspects that you need 
to keep in mind before appearing for job interviews. Some of this may sound 
obvious but many candidates seem to miss the obvious itself!

Here we go! 

Know about the Job: It’s extremely important that you know all 
dimensions of the job well for which you are being interviewed. This becomes 
even more important if you are applying for a job that requires prior work 
experience. Interviewers are going to make assessment about your abilities to 
do the job in question. Interviewing is all about matching job attributes with the 
skills and attributes of the candidate. If you do not have enough information about 
what is expected from the job for which you are appearing then ask for it. Most 
of the established organization will share well documented Job Description with 
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you. Make sure you read the Job Description carefully and 
try to map your abilities and skills with the requirements 
as mentioned in JD. This process will help in being more 
precise in answering the questions during the face to 
face interview. If you have done a good research on the 
requirements of the job then you will be able to better 
anticipate the questions that may come your way.

Know the Interviewer: One should make all 
attempts to know about the interviewer/s. Most of the 
times it is not a difficult task. If you know the company 
and the person who is going to be part of the interview 
process then you can look them up on Linked in and 
social platforms.  If you do not know the names of the 
interviewer then it may be worth trying to get the name 
from the placement cell of your campus. In case of lateral 
interviews, your consultant or the hiring company will 
itself share the name of the person with whom you are 
expected to meet. Do some research on the interviewer 
like his/her educational background, his/her expertise, 
read his/her linked posts and articles if available. The 
idea is to have some background on the person who is 
going to meet you. If you find any common interests then 
the conversation can be splendid and may improve your 
chances of selection. There is natural liking for sameness 
and you can exploit it.

Know the Organization: Researching about 
the organization that is going to be your potential employer 
is the most crucial aspect of the interview process. 
This may sound very obvious but I have found many 
candidates who do not do this or do this very casually. 
Demonstrating that you know about their company in way 
also demonstrate your interest in them. You will never 
know ins and out of the company but there are many things 
in public domain and they can be gathered soon. So what 
all can you know about the company? Visit the company 
website and read about their product and services. Read 
about their mission, vision and cultural values. Try to get 
some understanding about how they make money and 
what could be key business drivers. Some of this will 
reflect in their mode of questioning during the actual 
interviews. Go to their career section and that will also 
give you some idea on what kind of workplace they are 
trying to create. You can also google the news about 
the company to see how media is covering them. Some 
of this will also help you in determining if you want to 
work with them. Some of this research will also help you 
in making better decisions if caught between choosing 
from alternate offers.

Dress for the occasion: My view on this 
is quite simple. You can never go wrong with being 
conservative in your dressing when it comes to interviews. 
People will discount you if you are on the conservative 
side rather than if you are outrageous with your attire. So 
friends, go with the formal/semi-formal dressing and you 

will never get this one wrong. Not to mention that you have 
to dress for the weather. Example: if you are in Delhi and 
getting interviewed in June, I would never expect you to 
wear those ties. Do I need to mention that you need to 
look neat, tidy and well-groomed for the formal occasions 
like interviews?

Be Prepared with some commonly 
asked questions: While I am a big advocate of not 
being over prepared for non-subject related questions 
but over the period of time have realized that some 
candidates actually come across more prepared and hence 
more confident on non-subject related questions. This 
has prompted me to conclude that some amount of basic 
preparedness is a good idea. But do not overdo it as your 
natural self will overtake you in actual interview scenario 
and cause nervousness if questions get twisted. There is 
nothing better than your true self.  Having said this, some 
of the commonly asked questions for which some base 
preparedness is desirable are as follows. In one of the 
subsequent edition of our conversations, I will deal with 
the answers of the commonly asked question but for the 
time being here are some of the questions.

• Tell me something about yourself?
• Why do you want to pick up this role?
• What attracts you to our company?
• Why do you think you have skills to do this job?
• What are your key strengths and areas of improvement?
• Describe some situations where you have led teams/

handled difficult people/led change etc.

Preparing for some of these questions will also make 
you think clearly about your own goals and will offer 
good opportunity for self-assessment. As I said, the trick 
is that you don’t overdo it and stick to truth as natural self 
is most effective self.

Post Interview Follow-up: Irrespective of 
whether you have been selected or not, it’s always a good 
idea to send a thank you note to your interview panelist. 
They may have alternate jobs for you in future or if you 
are lucky the offered candidate may not accept the offer 
and you are their second best candidate. Always drop a 
note of thanks. It really helps!

In subsequent edition, we will go into details of how 
to answer very common interview questions. 

Till then,
Happy Career Building!

If you wish ask to any question to Avadhesh then send the 
same to avadhesh.dixit@moodys.com and we will be happy 
to answer in the next edition. 
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